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BIRD BOOKMARK!

You won’t lose your place in your books with this feathered friend!

Supplies in kit

• bookmark strip
• pre-cut bird, wings and beaks
• 2 googly eyes

What you’ll need from home

• glue stick or liquid school glue
• markers if you want to decorate the bird and bookmark strip with your own touches
• a book to read!

Directions

1. Glue the white bird to the end of the bookmark, then place a red bird over the white bird and glue down.

2. Turn the bookmark over and repeat with the other red bird. This will ensure your bird is nice and sturdy.
3. Add the wings, beaks, and eyes on each side and…..

4. Here is your bookmark bird at work!

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

Crinkleroot’s 25 Birds Every Child Should Know by Jim Arnosky
The Boy Who Drew Birds by Jacqueline Davies
The Big Book of Birds by Yuval Zommer
The Language of Birds by Rafe Martin
Birds by Kevin Henkes